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Corneal transplantation (CT) is a 
significant treatment option for 
a huge number of patients in 
the United Kingdom (UK) [1]. For 

an individual, CT results in a substantial 
improvement in quality of life. Penetrating 
keratoplasty with full thickness grafting has 
been found to increase everyday quality 
of life by 16.4% with quality-adjusted life 
year (QALY) of 3.05 years for those with 
severe keratoconus [2]. Although there is 
huge individual benefit of CT, there has 
unfortunately always been a paucity of 
corneal grafts available in the UK, making 
this a hugely relevant topic [3]. Despite the 
well-intentioned Organ Donation Bill (ODB) in 
2020, the UK is still behind other countries in 
the number of people donating their corneas 
[3]. This piece reviews where the UK stands 
on CT and suggests what may need to be 
done to further improve supply to meet 
ongoing demand. 

CT is the most commonly performed 
allograft transplant in the country [1]. The 
NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) service 
control organ and tissue transplantation in the 
UK and keep careful data on donors, grafts, 
and transplantation [1]. Despite this, there has 
been a long-standing supply versus demand 
issue with availability of corneal grafts lacking 
[3,4]. 

The cornea can become damaged over 
time and infection, distortion, perforation, 
and scarring can lead to distorted or severely 
reduced vision [1]. The NHSBT Corneal Activity 
report demonstrates that over the last 10 
years the most common indication for CT is 
Fuchs Endothelial dystrophy (FED) [4]. In 2021-
2022, 50% of CT recipients were over the age 
of 70 years old at time of surgery and 9.7% of 
recipients were under the age of 34 [5]. CT can 
substantially improve the vision of recipients 
and the improvement of quality of life cannot 
be overlooked [1,3]. 

Unlike whole organ donation, tissue 
such as the cornea is less vulnerable to 
ischaemia postmortem. Consequently, donor 

selection can be more considered and there 
is an opportunity to engage families in the 
harvesting process [3]. Once harvested and 
appropriately stored, corneal grafts can be 
stored in tissue banks and used locally or 
sent internationally to be used at transplant 
centres [3]. However, despite this organised 
chain, there is still demand outweighing 
supply, leading to significant delay in patients 
undergoing CT and increasingly long waiting 
lists [3]. 

In 2018, 80% of British nationals claimed 
to support organ donation but only 38% 

had opted in to the scheme [6]. At the time, 
uncertainty on how to participate, or concern 
over the complex administration of signing up, 
contributed to this. Additionally, agreeing to 
the concept of organ donation is different to 
supporting it on an individual basis where the 
issue becomes more emotional and personal.  

In May 2020 the Organ Donation Bill came 
into effect, which revolutionised the legal 
framework surrounding organ donation in 
the UK [6]. The ‘opt-out’ scheme gives British 
nationals autonomy over their organs being 
harvested, while avoiding waste of any 
potential donors, and in effect it uses inertia 
to increase the overall supply of organs. It is 
however acknowledged that the population at 
large feel uncomfortable about donating their 
corneas in comparison to other organs [6]. 
The main contributing factors are the risk of 
post-harvesting aesthetic causing distress for 
loved ones, as well as miseducation that the 
whole eye must always be removed [6]. Much 
of the population have been misinformed to 
believe that having a refractive error renders 
their cornea futile for others [1,6]. 

In the UK, the year before the ODB came 
into effect, there were 5,323 corneas donated 
of which 4,608 were grafted [6]. The tissues 
that are not grafted may have been harvested 
for research purpose or due to mechanism of 
storage in ethanol, the tissue can occasionally 
become unsuitable for transplant due to 
degradation [3]. Interestingly, from April 2020-
2021 there were only 3,474 corneas donated 
of which 2,484 were transplanted [5]. This is 
a significant decrease despite the praised 
opt-out scheme’s implementation. However, 
this period coincides with the beginning of 
the COVID-19 pandemic [5]. The start of the 
pandemic evidently caused complete disarray 
of normal proceedings in the NHS and data 
shows that there was significant decrease 
in harvesting of all organs during this period 
[1]. A recent study published by Moorfields 
Eye Hospital shows that there was a 92% 
reduction in elective corneal surgery during 
the first five months of the pandemic when 
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printed from www.organdonation.nhs.uk/get-involved/
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compared to the identical period the year 
before [7]. It could be argued that during this 
period there was a lack of demand for grafts 
which was the reason for reduced supply. 
It is consequently difficult to ascertain the 
true effect of the opt-out scheme given the 
unprecedented period which followed its 
implementation. Interestingly, early data 
from 2021-2022 shows that donation rates 
are increasing again [5]. It will be fascinating 
to observe trends over the next few years to 
see the true effect of the opt-out scheme on 
donation rates in the wake of the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

The UK requires an extra 1,500 corneas 
per annum to meet the demand for 
transplantation [8]. In the wake of Brexit and 
the COVID-19 pandemic, it has become even 
more apparent that relying on importation of 
health critical goods is a political issue [8]. It 
can be argued that the UK must look inwardly 
and work on national policy to improve donor 
ratings to ensure supply can meet demand 
from within the country itself.

Spain has the highest organ donation rates 
in the world while using an opt-out model [4]. 
Admittedly, it took 10 years for the donation 
rates to increase in Spain after the opt-out 
policy came into effect [4]. This however 
is not felt to be the root of their landslide 
success. Since 1991, Spain has established 
a network of transplant co-ordinator teams 
(TCTs) that organise each step of donation 
in hospitals nationally [4,9]. TCTs are 
responsible for local and regional education 
so that the general population are more 
widely versed on the process of donation 
and as a result can make an informed 
decision on opting out [4,9]. The Spanish have 
adopted their own ‘hybrid’ model where after 
death, families are involved in the decision-
making process [4]. This investment into 
identification of donors, discussion with their 
family and education of the public has been 
vital to donation rates surpassing those of 
other countries [4]. This begs the question: 
should Britain think about doing the same? 
Education may well be the key to increasing 
donor rates, and if so, utilising points of 
interaction with the health service would be a 
good opportunity to discuss tissue donation. 
This could include GP appointments, 
antenatal bookings and visits to Accident and 
Emergency throughout an individual’s life.

The world of corneal transplantation is ever 
changing and there are significant advances 
in technology occurring. There is movement 
towards using different surgical technique 
to avoid requiring tissue grafts at all. The 
Descemet’s stripping only (DSO) method is 
an example of this, where the regenerative 
nature of the corneal endothelium is utilised 
for patients [10]. Cells are stripped away 
and endothelial cells migrate to fill the 
area, avoiding the need for a graft [10]. This 

method has been successful for patients with 
Fuchs dystrophy [10].  

Alternatively, there are also advances being 
made into synthetic corneas. The CorNeat 
KPro is an innovative idea to use a polymeric 
scaffold implant. There has recently been 
one successful graft in a human with 
postoperative visual acuity at one year being 
maintained. The Endo Art implant is also a 
bio-compatible polymer implant which has 
had some surgical success so far [11]. These 
success stories may indicate a change in 
surgical options available, which may avoid 
the necessity of human tissue partially, or 
eventually even completely [12].  

One of the other significant advances 
in corneal surgery over the years is the 
movement away from full thickness grafting 
and instead practising selective replacement 
of only the diseased corneal tissue [13]. 
These selective grafting techniques have 
given rise to the potential for one donor 
cornea to be used in multiple recipients. One 
success story used the anterior lamellar in 
a patient with macular corneal dystrophy, 
the posterior lamellar for a patient with 
pseudophakic bullous keratopathy, and 
lastly, limbal stem cells were transplanted in 
a child who was deficient [13]. The literature 
reports that splitting the corneal tissue 
can benefit up to five other patients [14]. 
Evidently, if this technique was to become 
more commonplace, it would significantly 
improve the supply versus demand issue, and 
the donation of one cornea could improve 
multiple peoples’ quality of life. However, 
the ethical conversation around informed 
consent cannot be ignored. One donor’s 
tissue being used for multiple patients, 
potentially in various parts of the world, 
may require a more robust legal framework 
than there is currently in place. Complex 
questions of whether the donor is allowed to 
choose whether their cornea is separated, or 
regulation of whether tissue is allowed to be 
separated to be used internationally would 
need to be carefully thought out. From the 
donation perspective, the public may be more 
inclined to donate if educated that their tissue 
could benefit multiple peoples’ lives.

There is an argument to say that new 
technology will begin to improve the 
supply versus demand issue we currently 
face. Whether this is due to new surgical 
techniques such as DSO and selective 
corneal grafting, or if eventually artificial 
grafts negate the need for human donation, 
there is still a long period ahead where human 
tissue remains the mainstay of treatment. 
To achieve this, we must strive to make 
the conversation around organ and tissue 
donation more commonplace to give an 
opportunity for the public to ask questions 
and gather information. As per the Spanish 
model, the involvement of family is key to 
increasing donation after the death of a 

suitable donor. It could be argued that lacking 
donation in the British public is more an issue 
of lacking information and education rather 
than whether the public must opt-in or out. 
It will become apparent over the next few 
years as to whether the opt-out scheme itself 
will increase supply, or, if this battle, as many 
before, will only be won through better public 
education.
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